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Phone Co.
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in murder
conspiracies
during
Watergate and the failure of U.S.
government, the armed forces and the

CIA in the post-Watergate era. The
convicted Watergate conspirator and
former counsel for the Committee to
Re-elect the President spoke in Gaston
Hall on Tuesday night.
Liddy remarked on specific areas in

/ which he felt the U.S. is declining in
power and influence. Likening the
U.S.’s position to that of a little old
‘lady carrying a big purse in the bad
neighborhood of th world, Liddy compared the Russians to a well-built man

of toll

fraud in metropolitan Washington.”’
Over the past six months, toll frauds
have increased one-hundred and two
percent, and the projected bill for 1980
C&P

will be

sophisticated

standing six foot six, in the same situation.
Speaking of the incapacity of our
armed forces, he reiterated the peril of

with these costs,

using

newer

means

and

of catching

more

of-

the

fenders.
Coale
explained,
‘Given
C&P’s responsibility to our customers
who pay for phone service, we have no
choice
but
to go
after
persons
deliberately giving false or unauthoriz-

ed billing information to an operator.
. Toll fraud is like shoplifting, and if we
let it get too high, we must keep it
within limits. Some people think of the
phone company like the government,
but we are out to make money, and if
someone is stealing from us we must
take whatever measures necessaryto
stop them.”’

The means with which C&P will at- tempt to thwart the frauds are varied.

According to Coale, the local phone
affiliate is as advanced

electronically

as any section of the nationwide. Bell
System. Ultra-sophisticated equipment

in conjunction with: the operator will
alert

the

phone

company

to

‘suspicious calls,’’ and the culprit will
now be dealing with machines rather
than

just

human

beings.

New

pro-

cedures in verification on credit card
calls and third party .billing will be
utilized with operators and computers
checking pay phone calls more often,

rather than the ‘‘on the spot’’ methods
being used right now. The phone com-

pany will also be arresting and subjecting the offender to civil and criminal
penalties.
C&P
maintains
that
telephone
frauders leave clear trails, such as the
_ number called. The company claimed

that it will even go as far as coming
right to the ‘phone to catch the offender

in

the

act,

A

number

of

students from surrounding universities
have

been

apprehended

in this man-

ner.
The Bell System’s attitude towards
this situation is reflected in Coale’s
comments.
‘‘Unfortunately,’”” Coale
said, ‘‘we can no longer afford the luxury of letting college students off with
just a warning. If the matter continues
even after these methods, we have no
other choice but to discontinue use of
the pay phones. We have done this on

other college campuses for three to
four weeks, and have found that!
students understand the real advantage
of a pay phone system.
‘“Those phones represent a partnership between the college and the phone
company. We rent the pay ‘phone
space from you at the university. If the

phone is being used for fraud, there’s
not much point in the phone being
there. You lose out as well as we do.”
Sums up Coale, “We've tried the
soft touch, because the students are in
a delicate situation, both academically
and career wise. But because of these
abuses, we can no longer do this. Arrests will be made. We are giving fair

. warning. The risk is now yours.”

Convicted Watergate co-conspirator G. Gordon
Gaston Hall Tuesday night.

Liddy spoke

a crowded

Russian

threat,

saying,

‘Their

state of readiness is...ready. Not like
ours.” |
Liddy denounced the concept of the
all-volunteer army, saying ‘Fifty percent of these guys are in mental
category four. Guys who don’t know
what a carburetor is are working with
lasers. He advocated the Swiss method
of universal military training as the on-

GU Administrators File Affadavits
Special to the HOYA

He emphasized the fact that official
recognition would be tantamount to
approval of the groups’ goals and activities, and would be perceived as
such by people inside and outside the
University community.
According to Healy this lack of
recognition does not constitute a form
of discrimination:
‘Georgetown
University, in its stated policies and actual practices, does not discriminate
against any person on grounds of race,
sex, ethnic origin, religion, or, sexual
orientation.”’
:

Georgetown University filed three
supporting
affidavits
written
by
University President Timothy Healy,
S.J., Associate
Dean
of Students
William Schuerman, and Law Center
Dean David McCarthy this week in
support of GU’s motion to Judge
Branam that the case of GPGU and
GRC versus GU be brought to trial.
The Gay People of Georgetown
University (GPGU) and its counterpart at the Law School, Gay Right

Coalition (GRC) requested earlier this

‘‘Whether a person is a homosexual

month that its suit against the University be decided summarily on the basis

or of any other sexual orientation has
no bearing on whether that person will
be hired for a faculty or staff position
or will be promoted or granted tenure.
The same nondiscriminatory practices
apply to students who happen to be
homosexuals.’
Healy pointed out that homosexual
students enjoy the same rights as any

of the facts presented in a preliminary
court hearing.
“Organizations such as those at
issue, which are based on a view of
human nature which emphasizes the
sexual aspects of human nature as
dominant to the exclusion of other
values, and which encourage
and
foster homosexuality, are totally incompatible
with teachings of the
Roman ‘Catholic Church on human
sexuality,’’ said Healy in his affidavit.

others,

including

the rights

to par-

ticipate in all academic and extracurricular activities, join together and use
University facilities for purposes of
discussion, advertise their activities on

Hufstedler Helps Dedicate

Bunn Intercultural Center
the Center as ‘‘an oasis’ of global
studies.”’ Hufstedler said, ‘The need
for international
and
intercultural
understanding is presented to us everyday. The Center will stimulate inter-

by Bary Nigro
HOYA Staff Writer

U.S. Secretary of Education Shirley
M.
Hufstedler
was
the
featured
speaker at a ceremony last Monday in
Gaston Hall, dedicating Georgetown
University’s Intercultural Center in
memory of Rev. Edward S. Bunn,
S.J., president of GU from 1952-1964.
The Most Rev. James A. Hickey,
Roman
Catholic
archbishop , of
Washington, blessed the cornerstone,
marking the beginning of the construc-

cultural education to meet this need.”
Hufstedler asserted that an intercultural education is necessary to effectively interact- with other nations
and
achieve
world
peace:
‘‘The
business of the world, if we are to survive, must be to find more people with
more education who can begin to heal

the wounds
with.”’

tion of the world’s largest solar-electric

the

world

is

afflicted

Hufstedler emphasized the value of
an intercultural education, focusing on
foreign
language
training
as a
necessary tool for diplomats
and
businessmen involved with interna-

building. Archbishop Hickey said, “It
symbolized a solid foundation for
world unity.”’
Speaking to an audience of Congressmen, diplomats,
faculty ° and
honored guests, Hufstedler described

tional affairs. She commended GU for
recognizing the value of competency in
a foreign language, which is a requirement to graduate from the SFS.
University Provost Fr. Freeze commented, ‘‘The Intercultural Center is a
symbol of GU’s dedication to international studies.”’ He also stated, ‘“The
Center will bring together under one
roof all of the international programs

.and

contributing departments

of

£ _ Georgetown’s main campus.’’
Peter F. Krogh, Dean of the School

of Foreign Service called GU ‘‘the
West Point of Foreign Service,” adding, ‘The design of the Center, with

its photovoltaic roof, is symbolic of
GU leadership and is a national exemplar for American colleges and
James Lindley

universities facing a precarious energy

The Intercultural
Ce

country.

Staff Writer

which touched on Liddy’s involvement

The
Cheasapeake
and
Potomac
Telephone Compnay, the utility that
services all public and private phones
on the Georgetown campus, says it will
attempt
to
‘‘crack
down’’
on
fraudulent calls from campus areas,
particularly
zeroing
in
on
the
fraudulent use of public pay phones.
Allen R. Coale, security manager at
C&P, says, ‘College campuses hold
the dubious distinction of ranking as

Faced

ly fair way to ensure the necessary
representation of a cross section of the

‘‘Americans have an aversion to
negative aspects of reality,”’ complained G. Gordon Liddy in an address

HOYA Staff Writer

is $115,000.
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nte r was dedicated in a ceremon y in Gaston Hall Monday.

future.

Construction

of

the:

Inter-

cultural Center highlights the University’s continued leadership in the international field. The Center will educate
students
for
today’s
multicultural

diplomacy,’ said Krogh.

affidavit

described

such thing.... Being alive entails risk.”’
In a series of historical allusions, he
referred to the Mayflower voyagers,
the pioneers, and the founding fathers
as examples of men who faced up to

the strains of the real world. He urged
Georgetown
students to read the
words
of
‘‘pragmatists’’
such
as
Thomas Jefferson and Patrick Henry
‘“and understand what they mean.”’
Liddy kept his remarks brief in
order. to set aside an extensive period
of time for questions. The first topic
raised by a student concerned Liddy’s

alleged involvement to murder columJack

Anderson

for the latter’s

violation of U.S. security.
Liddy confirmed the story, stating
that high level discussions on the problem had indeed progressed into examinations of the best way to kill him:

Liddy

himself

had

recommended

chess-board”’

a

meeting he had in February with four

representatives of the GPGU at which
he explained the University’s concerns

that recognition would be interpreted
as endorsement, and also that GPGU
would fully identify itself with the gay
movement.

According to Schuerman, “‘the Gay
People representatives asserted that
their concern was with the status of
homosexuals and not with homosexual
activities.”’
‘“‘However, when I questioned the
sharp distinction that they attempted
to make between the status of a
homosexual
and
homosexual
activities, the representateves of the Gay
People refused to disavow any actions
or activities on their part that would
identify them with or encourage the
legitimacy of homosexual activities.’’
The case is now at a stand-still while
D. C. Superior Court Judge Leonard
Branam decides whether a summary
judgement will be made or whether a
trial will be held.

or the staging of ‘‘yet

another mugging on the streets of
Washington-one which would prove
fatal.’’ His recommendations were rejected by the Nixon administration,
Liddy reported.
Questioned about the morality of
such undertakings, Liddy distinguished between actions. which are inherently evil and those which are not. He
assigned rape and child molesting to
the former category, but declared that
as in debates on -abortion, capital
punishment, or the moral ethics -of
war: ‘‘Reasonable people differ on
what
constitutes
unjustifiable
homicide. Sometimes it is morally

right to kill and sometimes not.”’ Liddy also said that because of his
‘“‘despicable’’ status as an ‘‘informer,”’
the murder of John Dean would have
been a justifiable homicide at the time.
Another topic of inquiry was the
Watergate
scandal
itself.
Liddy
dismissed the break-in as a low-level
event, and said that Nixon was legally
innocent because ‘“The matter was so
routine that it would not have even
been brought to his attention.’ It is his

belief that ‘‘Nixon
viewed

as

an

will come

extremely

to be

competent

By Greg Kitsock
HOYA Associate Editor

The Higer Education Reauthorization Bill, which student lobbyists had
feared might be delayed until the next
Congressional session, will clear its
final hurdle today with President
Carter’s signature.

The Senate approved
a slightly
amended version of the reauthorizartion measure by a 83-6 vote on Thursday, September 24. Tt had originally
rejected the bill 45-43.
reauthorization

bill will make

available about $49 billion for a variety of educational projects, of which
financial aid to students is only one
area. Programs affected include Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants, Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity
Grants, Work Study Grants, National
Direct Student Loans, and Guaranteed
Student Loans.
The bill will extend funding for
these programs through 1985, increasing eligibility in some cases and raising
the maximum amount which may be
granted or loaned.

up

widely

held

his assertion

in

that

Watergate was the political rule rather
than the exception, Liddy offered the
example of the Democratic attempt to
bug the office of Barry Goldwater. He
also accused Judge John Sirica of a
cover-up
in the actual Watergate

judicial proceedings. Sirica had bungled, Liddy said, and allowed a nonEnglish speaking man to serve as a
juror. ‘“The U.S. Press is also guilty,’’
Liddy charged, ‘‘because they refused
to investigate the Sirica incident.” .
Summarizing
the effects of his
prison term, Liddy said, ‘My view of

life as social Darwinism was confirmed.... It was one of my biggest
challenges and I rose to meet it with
what I had on hand.
He emphasized the importance of an
education, claiming it as his strongest
weapon
during
his prison
stay.
Through
the
utilization
of his
knowledge, Liddy said, he was able to
establish a prison intelligence agency
and was able to tap the warden’s
phone, xerox classified prison information, and help some victims of
judicial injustice obtain release.
When asked for his opinion on current U.S. presidential politics and
foreign affairs, Liddy made another
analogy. ‘““The U.S. government is a
big complicated diesel engine. Right
now, it is not running.’’
Turning to foreign affairs he spoke
of the hypocrisy of the current U.S.
moralistic
stance,
saying
that
he

himself was interested in advancing the
interests of the U.S., even if it meant

entering into an alliance with someone
“who
doesn’t
go
to church
on
Sunday.”
In reference to the crisis in Iran,
Liddy criticized Carter for failing to
grab the unprotected Khomeini on the
same day of the capture of our
hostages in order to arrange a swap.
“You
ignore reality at your own
peril,”’ said Liddy.
Liddy also responded to questions
concerning
the
bizarre
personal
behavior documented in his recent
autobiography, ‘Will.’ In one such
incident he explained, he deliberately
burned
his hand
to overcome
a
childhood fear of fire. “I used fire and

pain to build my will’’ said Liddy. And
despite the fact that his Watergate
operations went awry, he denied that
the word ‘‘failure’’ would be an apt
description of much of his actions,
telling students, “I’ve had my failures,

I’ve had my ‘successes. I would point
out to you that I am standing up here

in front of you now.”

Editor-in-Chief Tamar Pachter. The"
senators argued that her appointment
presents a conflict of interest as she is
editor of a paper which endorses candidates, and therefore would have difficulty remaining impartial. A Senate
vote approved Pachter’s appointment
as well as that of Chairperson Maura
Fay and two other Election commissioners.
[At a Senate caucus Wednesday
night, Fay announced some changes in
the campaign regulations for the upcoming Senate elections.
[The campaign period will be exten- :
ed from fourteen to seventeen days,

Higher Ed.

According to the White House Press
Office, President Carter will sign the
bill in a ceremony to be held at 2:00
this afternoon at the London campus
of Northern Virginia Community College.

back

view

Salazar Resigns;
Commission Appointed

Sen.Passes

The

a

doctor ‘“who knows as many ways to
whack you out as there are moves on a

campus, and ‘‘form student organizations and obtain official recognition
for those organizations, as long as the
objectives
and
activities
of any
organizations they form do not conflict with the teachings of the Roman
«Catholic Church and are otherwise
lawful.”’

Schuerman’s

To

Liddy also criticized the CIA, saying
that its effectiveness was severely
hampered
when
Stansfield
Turner
dismissed eight hundred and fifty
agents. ‘““We have four men left to
analyze ali of the information on the
USSR and the Warsaw pact nations,’’
Liddy said. ‘“That will not do it.”
Indicating what he termed current
U.S. naivete, Liddy said, ‘‘We live
under the illusion that we can come up
with a risk-free society. There is no

nist

President-a
Europe.”

said Fay, in order to take the long
weekend into account. In addition, the
Election Commission voted to increase
the campaign spending limit from
seventeen to twenty dollars.

Tony Salazar
By Pat Cooper
HOYA Staff Writer

[Registration for the elections will

Tony
Salazar
announced
his
resignation from the student Senate
last Sunday night, putting an end to
the move to have him’ reinstated as
senator and president of the Senate.
Salazar told the Senate that he
thought
he might
as well resign
because he ‘‘was being eased out
anyway.’’
Student
Government
President

Dave Goldwyn criticized an article in
last week’s HOYA, saying he ‘did not
actually call for the resignations of cer-

tain

senators,

though

the

article’s

essence was correct.’’
Senator Tom Zacarro responded to
the same article by defending his
record, asserting, ‘‘if there’s any question of my commitment to Student
Government, come to me about it.”’
In
other
senate
business,
the
nominations
for election
commissioners were presented.
Senators Dirks and Zacarro objected to the nomination of HOYA

be held October 12. The campaigns
may officially begin at midnight on the
12th, she said. The election will be held
October 30.]
The Senate also approved the appointees to the Lecture Fund,
Food
Service Committee and Secretary of
the Senate.
Senator Ralph Money, reporting on
the Security Committee, announced
that the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
will continue its escort service which
will operate on school nights between

10 pm and 1 am. The service will escort
a student anywhere off, as well as on

campus.
The Senate heard reports from the
Adjudication Board, Senior Week,
and
the
Ombudsmen.
The
Ombudsmen announced that the twentyfour hour ‘‘gripe”” line will be
625-3027, but that it is not yet in
operation,
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Va.,

Judy Mann

then

worked

as a reporter

and

editor at the Washington Daily News
from 1968 until 1972 when the paper
ceased publication.
She quickly got a job at the
Washington Post as a reporter assign-

To Speak

Anderson Vote Gains Ground
by Len Schoppa

ed to the city desk, and in 1975 was
promoted to Day City Editor, serving

at that post until two years ago when

Special to the HOYA

she was named to her present position
as a columnist on the Metro staff.
This year, she was named winner of
the American Association of Universi-:
ty Women’s ‘‘Metropolitan Area Mass
Media’’ award. Other honors include a
“Front
Page
Award’
from
the
Washington-Baltimore Chapter of the

Judy Mann, award-winning columnist for The Washington Post, will be
the guest speaker at a joint HOYAVoice journalism seminar in Room
208, White-Gravenor, next Wednesday, Oct. 8, at 8 p.m.
All
students
and
faculty
are

American Newspaper Guild for her interpretive writing;
and
several

welcome and urged to attend.
A versatile writer with background
both as a reporter and editor, Mrs.

honorable mentions in the guild’s annual competitions for news stories and
columns.
Columnist Mann is married to Jack
Mann, a sports columnist for the
Post’s rival newspaper in the nation’s
capital, the Washington Star. They
have
‘three children
and
live in
McLean, Va.

~ Mann, 37, is a native of Washington,
D.C., and was graduated from Barnard College where she majored in

government.
She began her newspapering career

as editor for the Globe Newspapers, a

group of papers in suburban Fairfax,

One
bedroom
unfurnished
garden apt. with private entrance, stove,
and refrigerator. $180. 291-7700.
Research Send $1.00 for copy of our
new Catalog of academic research papers.
Quality unsurpassed. Author's Research
Services, Inc. 407 S. Dearbom St., Suite
600, Chicago, lll. 60605.

udy

Mann

The German House and the German
Club will be sponsoring
a wine and cheese
party on Friday, the 26th of September,
from 4:30 to 6:30. All people interested in
Geman are encouraged to attend the party
at 75 and 76 Henle.

Five room home with garage, fenced
yard, newly remodelled. $375. 291-7700

HOYA

Staff Writer

:

“If it were not for young people
across the nation-north, south, east,
and west-we would not be where we
are today,’’ said Keke Anderson in an

address at the Anderson for President
National Headquarters Sunday
Among the young people to
John Anderson’s wife referred
volunteers at the Students for

night.
whom
are the
Ander-

son organization at the university.
National coordinator of the campus
organizations

Tim

Kossner

analyzed

the situation, ‘‘John Anderson’s lack
of a party base has meant that there is
a great use for students in the cam-

its proximity to the national office,
located on K Street just west of
Wisconsin, has, a unique role in the
‘National Unity Campaign.’’

The importance placed on them was
very evident at the open house as John
Anderson appeared in person to greet

and thank the local volunteers.
The first priority of the GU chapter,
according to phone bank coordinator
Marci Staplar, is to get students to
work at the phone bank at headquarters
calling prospective
contributers accross the nation attempting

to

secure

the

finance
a
Anderson’s

money
media
support

necessary

to

campaign.
is evident on

college campuses. A poll taken at the

paign.”’

University of Maryland showed that 70%

He cited several cities, including
Albany, where students head the cam-

of the students there support the Congressman for president. Although a

paign.
Thus

Georgetown

University, with

Typist: 1966 prices $1.00/page.
After 6pm call 270-0577.

Airconditioned furnished apt., very
‘clean. $250, utilities included. 291-7700.

Research subjects Graduates and
undergraduates needed for psychological
experiments to test information processing
skills. Requires 1 hour time, will pay
$5.00. Call Mary Medved at 342-5000.
American Institutes for Research in
Georgetown.

Is asmdl group of instrumentalists with writer-arranger
looking for a lead singer?
Baritone with classical training wants to learn business,

similar poll has not been conducted at
GU, an jpformal poll by the HOYA
Activist Students Environmentally
committed and articulate people are
urgently needed to develop grassroots
support for a national citizen’s campaign.
Receive training from top experts
on water
pollution issues and public interest campaigns. Work full or parttime. Hours
2-10pm $130-$175 per week. Call
638-1196.

Students for Peace Meeting
Nelson?). Only hard workers ° Tuesday, Oct. 7, 8pm in White
Gravenor 203. New members
wanted.
Call
Steve,
days
welcomed.
691-4254, evenings 525-6676.
Logic Tutor. GU Grad Student,
former logic TA and instructor.
Available
for
individual or
group tutoring. Call 333-9249
(evenings).

¢
Jugglers: Full line of equipment. Send
self-addressed stamped envelop to Juggle
Bug, Box 15519H, Seattle, Wash. 98115
The Washington Home, a longterm care facility for the disabled and
chronically ill, is seeking volunteers to

visit residents and help out in other ways.
An orientation program is scheduled for
October 1, 1980, at 7pm. The Home,
located at 3720 Upton Street NW (just off
Wisconsin Ave), has provided nursing
care for over 90 years to the Washington
Metropolitan community. For information
about the volunteer program call 966-3720
between 10am and 2pm.

{
CLOG SHOPS

$3.00 Off!
With this Ad.

Desk Clerk No experience necessary.
Call 543-1829, Best Western Envoy
Parttime position available: personable individual to do marketing for
printing firm. Provide own transportation.
Hours negotiable. Call 656-1188 M-F,
10-4.
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|

IS EXON
LL
RALLY

ad

3220 “O” Street, N.W., Georgetown, D.C./337-3399

Lecture Series/

Research Send $1.00 for copy of
our new catalog of academic
research papers. Quality unsurpass‘ed. Author's Research Services,

Inc. 407 S. Dearborn St., Suite

600, Chicago, ll. 60605.

Wanted File Clerks and Typists for
parttime employment with FBI.
Positions are at FBI headquarters
and are limited to nightshifts. Starting salary range: G53 G54. Promotion opportunities available.
Contact 252-7960.
Be actively involved in changing
Washingtonian children and adults
into metric lovers. Unique educational opportunity! Possible intemships for math students, students in
elementary

ed,

and

others

in-

terested in teacher education. Running short workshops on metric at
.capitol. Contact by phone Cathy
Stadler 544-2244.

Action Month

SCENIC

OLMAN
McCARTHY

MEN -- WOMEN!
Jobs on ships! American, foreign.
No experience necessary. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for infor- mation to SEAFAX, Dept. C-7,
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Wash.

98362
The Potomac Review Editorial
Board seeks new members for its

Indexed

Journal.

Graduate

students in social sciences or history
contact Jackie Goggin: (0)323-1233
or (h)526-2658.
|
Math tutors needed. 3-4 hours,
Sunday-Thursday. Tutuors paid

$5.00 per hour. Contact: Dr. James
T. Sandefur, Mathematics Dept.,
208 Reiss Science Building, x4381

pus.
Yet,

the

Anderson

campaign

President’ T-shirts, priced at $7.00.

Among
their future plans is a
benefit concert scheduled for October
9th featuring such noted rock musicians as Todd Rundgren, Ian Hunter,
and members of the bands Santana
and Utopia.

Translating Spanish, French, and
Portugese. Reasonable rates. Call Frank or
Jeanne (evenings) 659-1395.
Students in area wanted to sell

The New York Times on campus. Contact Polly Thompson,
(202)862-0379.

FLOAT

Addressers
mediately!

wanted

Work

at

Falls, Md.

INC.

Tuesday, Oct. 7
8:00pm

Copley Formal Lounge

no

experience
necessary.
Excellent pay. Write: National
Service, 9041 Mansfield, Suite
2004, Shreveport, La. 71118.
AIRLINES
Major airlines are now hiring for
the following opportunities:
-Flight Attendants
Ticket Agents
Ramp and baggage personnel
Customer Service
Reservation Agents
Clerical Positions
Individuals interested in applying
with these airline companies must
be career oriented, have a public

relations personality, be willing to
travel if required, and be in good

health. For further information on
how to apply immediately directly
to these major airline companies,
write to:
Travelex, Inc.

ATTN: Airlines Application Info
3865 S. Wasatch Blvd. Suite 101
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
Please indicate briefly your
what

airline

plying for, and enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelop so that
you may receive further information concerning interviews arranged by these airlines. All major
airlines are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS

How to get the
best deal in town.

$19 95

PER DAY
NO MILEAGE
CHARGE

~ simple. Available from 6 pm Thursday to
6 pm Monday. Certain daily minimums
apply. You pay for gas. Rate applies to car ,
shown or similar-size car, is nondiscountable and subject to change
without notice. Specific cars
subject to availability. We offer
S&H Green Stamp certificates on
rentals in all 50 U.S. states. We
accept the Riggs National Bank
Central Charge Card. Car must
be returned to Washington
We feature
National Airport.

im-

home,

position(s) you are interested in ap-

TRIPS

RIVER TOURS,

Free Invitation to watch Gittleman and team die, Saturday,
11am, Glover Park.
The Opposition

Just walk into National Car Rental. It’s that

‘How to go to College and
Still Stay Awake’

has

concerns even about this block of
voters, for as Kassner explained, only
54% of the 18-24 year old group is
even registered to vote.
In an effort to alter this fact said GU
coordinator Rich Brand, the Students
for
Anderson
organization
has
spearheaded a D.C. voter registration
drive
Students for Anderson’s next activity involves selling ‘‘Anderson for

background,

530-8733
POTOMAC

Washington Post Columnist

Career Planning & Placement
Oct.7:
Pre-law
Advising
Seminar,
Healy Conference
Room, 1-3pm. Sponsored by
CP&P.
Oct.9: Career Decision Making
Seminarmeets
Thursdays
3-5pm for six weeks. Sign up at
CP&P,
3rd
floor Maguire

WHITE WATER!!
at Great

E Social

campus

events coordinator Amy Kahn that
Anderson has strong support on cam-

head for semi-pro work ala Neil

Diamond, James Taylor, (Willie

4

verified the feeling of GU

GM cars like this Oldsmobile

National Car Rental
1618 L Street, N\W..............
Te
202-347-4772
12th & K Streets, NW... ... vu assassins
sins ninisdisies 202-842-1000
8521 Sudley Road, Manassas, VA
.+.. 703-369-1600
2 S. Cameron Street, Winchester, VA.
....703-667-7788

Cutlass.
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Ten Years Of
Bigger & Better

Student Activities

Varied ‘Human Experience’ At CAC

and National Guardsmen used tear gas
on the Georgetown
campus.
The
students were unable to take any legal
recourse because the GU
Student
Government lacked official recognition, as is still the case. Realizing that

University community. By 1977, some
of the new services included Vital Vittles, Furniture Co-op,
Summer

student representation would be essen-

creased size of operations necessitated
and.
more
efficient accounting
management procedures.
1980)
Last
year
(Fiscal
year

Storage, Travel Service, Leasing Services, Typing Service and concessions
(at sports and social events). The in-

tial in the future, the students formed
a student corporation, Students of
Georgetown.

In 1972, the Corp quickly expanded

demonstrated the success of the Student Corp. Sales approached $1.3
million from ten different operations.
Last year also saw the introduction of’
Saxa Sundries, a variety retail store in
Copley Basement.
The Student Corp is entirely student

to more than simply an organization
on paper. Some of the original services
included a record and book co-op and
a limited food product store, which
operated out of a small room in New
South. In its early years, the Corp
struggled through an identity crisis.
Students of Georgetown was not in-

tended

to be a business,

managed
made

yet it was

and operated.

are

reinvested

Although

more than just a club.
As the Corp and its services expanded, the University became concerned
that it would lose the tax exempt status
of a non-profit educational institution

in

Any

profits

the

Corp.

it is independent

of

the

University, there are some restrictions
on what the Corp can sell. They cannot, for instance, sell contraceptives.
Management positions in the Corp
are filled by application. The President
of theStudent Body receives applica-

if the Corp was allowed to continue

tions for the Corp Board of Directors.
These applications must be approved

operations. In response to this, the
Corp finalized its independence from
the University by negotiating a lease
and paying for the space they occupied
in the University.

by the Student
are then taken

Senate. Applications
for officers and Ex-

- other specific management positions.
Contrary to popular belief, the officers of Students of Georgetown are
not all from the Business School. Infact, employees are representative of
all five schools.
Expansion will continue in the next
few years. Currently, lack of space
prevents any major service additions.
Once the University Center is built, the
Student Corp will have all new offices,
as well as new space for Vital Vittles
and Saxa Sundries.
For the near
future, expansion of food services to
the Medical School is being considered.
Susan
Klinges,
Executive
VicePresident of the Student Corp, is optimistic about
the future of the

organization.

The

purpose

‘students

dinner

there

with

the

im-

1976 by two GU

provide

a

human

various

sales

experience

events

organized by members. The office is
located
in the south gatehouse,
across from the G.U.T.S. office, and
is open from 1:00 to 5:00, Monday
through Friday. |
The Abraham Welcome House is
located at 14th and P Streets, in ‘a
block owned by the Luther Place
Church. It is a half-way house for
refugees waiting to be placed in a
more permanent situation, often a
period of four to six weeks. Adults

of the

or if they don’t like the hours.”’ To encourage
student
input,
suggestion
boxes will be placed in Vital Vittles and
Saxa Sundries.
;

and

-Jill Shorey

school-age

English

in

children

school

are

would

be penalized

apartments.
Wouldn’t it be fairer to all the people of D.C., as well as infinitely wiser,
to aim the aid where it is needed,
directly at the poor, rather than firing
it, scattergun fashion at everybody?
No one here is calling for the removal
of welfare monies from those who
need it-this is the least we owe people
who have been disadvantaged due to
discrimination or other factors. What

by the

reduction
or removal
of Federal
revenue sharing funds. It is debatable
whether this bill will ever make it
through Congress, but its very introduction and passage by the Budget

Committee signals a new awareness of
the problems created by these artificial

controls for what was originally a free
enterprise system.
Even as a renter myself, I think itis®
perfectly
clear -that
rent" control |
achieves precious little lasting, longrange good for any of its short-term
gains, which for the most part are only

ones

of

political

The PEARCE
PORTFOLIO
oy

Washington, D.C. is a perfect example
of the problems created by rent control
in microcosm.
The District has all of the elements
that characterize rent-controlled cities:

David Scott Pearce
I am suggesting, in fact, is a course of
action that would help these programs
by improving their direction and effi-

the base of low-income renters and
their vocal advocates who elected the

ciency while at the same time saving

mayor and city council to office; the
landlords who either try to hang on to
their property at the breakeven point
or who sell at artificially low prices,
and the speculators who buy the
buildings only to turn them into con-

the

.dominjums, further hurting the rental :

merit and full of inequities. In a nor-

District

unavoidable

from

death

the

otherwise

of all its rental

housing.
From a purely economic and financial point of view, rent control has
proved itself to be totally without

‘housing market.
The most important reason for rent
control-low income renters-is also its
most damning feature. For the intention of helping the poor cope with

mal,

free enterprise situation, renters

moving from apartment to apartment
are ones who preserve low price and
stable levels by shopping around for

the best deal or moving when they feel

rents that are beyond their means, rent

their rents

are

too

high.

They

keep

arein good condition at low prices, or
would-be tenants will not rent them.
With the imposition of rent control,
the economic picture of supply and demand is immediately shattered. No
more does the landlord wish to put;
money into refurbishments or even
necessary repairs, because he knows
that the rent will be the same either
way.
In the same fashion, frugal
management is also neglected because
any saving the landlord makes in expenses only results in a rent increase
that much smaller.

everyday

Jl

{

that it is much fairer to help the poor
with direct transfer payments (welfare)

‘rather than to penalize the people of
D.C. with a system has been shown to
be ineffective, costly and detrimental
to all.
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VALID ANYTIME

at 2400 Wisc. Ave. Salon

annum

Shampoo, Cut, Style & Blow-Dry

VALID SATURDAY ONLY
at 2020 K. St Salon
-.
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"1 No Appointments Necessary 659-5005
Other Services Available including
Permanents, Tinting & Hennas

A New Bubbles

Now

2400 Wiser

Open!

Ave., NAW,
W. 338-0909
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Condominium

conversions

whitewater

rafting.

No experience

is necessary to join River &

Trail Outfitters on the final stretches of the Shenandoah
merges with
through the
ness routes
reservations,
|
River & Trail

should we

support a system that is actively making our search for quality rental housing harder and harder!

OPEN

The city council must realize that a
release of rent controls will make the
whole housing market more satisfac-

DAN

EVERY

NIGHT!

GREAT ROCK&ROLL
EVERY WEEKEND!
Free Admission 8-9pm

333.2897

Happy Birthday, |

as it |

the Potomac carving a spectacular fall water course
Blue Ridge Mountains or canoe one of 40 wilderon Appalachian waters. For further information and
call (301) 834-9950 between 9 AM and 5 PM or write
Outfitters, #19 Valley Road, Knoxville, MD 21758.

Bille

make

the rental market even more scarce
than it was before, and thus inflate the

price of all housing. Why

ee

Jims i it

Tre Shenandoah Valley 1 Yor from Washington near Harpers
Ferry, is the perfect introduction to the excitement and beauty of

Sun.Oct5
Adm.$5.00
STEVE HACKETT

Wisc.&KSts.

Wed. Oct 8 Adm.$3.05

JOHN

COUGAR
THE ZONE

and

4 out of 5 DOCTORS

Mon. Oct.6 Adm.$4.05
SPLIT ENZ

Thur. Oct9 Adm.$6.00

SPYRO GYRA

4

EDDIE MONEY

$

Ellen Shipley opening
~

Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited

SS

Ji

i

I

it

could be more averse to the original in-

colleges and universities. Semester

P00

lt if

{

ig

as

i

leading institutions. Special courses and lectures
by visiting area experts.

i

no

$k

Faculty from University of Pittsburgh and other

2020 K. St. Washington, D.C.
2400 Wisc. Ave. NW. Washington, D.C.

4;
Jil13

(Ie

Florida, February 5, 1981, to South America,
Africa, South Asia and the Orient (around
the world). More than 60 university courses,
with in-port and voyage related emphasis.

Long Hair Prices Slightly More
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ER

i

|

Earn a full semester of credit. Sponsored by the
University of Pittsburgh. Sail from Ft. Lauderdale,

haircutiers
For Men & Women

of medicine,

Sarah’s Place is another program
located in the block of 14th and P.
Sarah’s Place is an overnight

EE ,

Fal

i

iI

The Ship is your Classroom
The World is your Campus

$10

knowledge

IH

tent of rent control than this?

Your friend,
Ol Blue Eyes

©

some

assist at the front desk, work at the
pharmacy
dispensing
drugs,
and
work as laboratory assistants.

Hl i

Tues.,Oct.7 Adm.$7.50

With This Ad

have

a

Hl 2 ‘

while

area.
Finally, I hope to have made it clear

problems of rent
it kills the ‘rental
people into other
The rash of con-

Here's to the greatest
Argus poster seller
in the World!

Shampens Cut, Style $42

invite

taught

tory and equitable. With the price incentive reintroduced into the market,
it will improve dramatically, more
apartments will be built, and more
units will become available. With
Washington’s high level of temporary
(congressional and collegiate) rentals,
this action would be quickly and handsomely rewarded. This improvement
in the rental market would immediately take the pressure off of condiminiums and private homes, ending
the pronounced price-push effect that
has been especially noticeable in this

dominum conversions is one facet of
this most depressing trend. What |

expedience.

and

| URS

landlords on their toes, forcing them
to make available apartments that

One of the worst
control is the way
market and forces
lines of business.

in

Sometimes

bo

-Mike Long

DDD

controls

control penalizes the entire D.C. area.
We see a disjointed rental housing
market, a rush to other, more profitable areas of business, and eventual
stagnation and decay for all rental

I Hd

il

Rent Control: Will Legislation End Problems Of Rental Housing?|i
It seems the US Congress has finally
opened its eyes to a syndrome that has
hecome part of virtually every major
urban center in the country: rent control. In a bill recently cleared by the
Senate Budget Committee, jurisdictions that continue to institute rent

cook

participation

Next door to the Abraham House
shelter
for
women.
Twenty-one
is the
Zaccheus
Medical
Clinic,
women live here, and regard it as
which is an institution committed
‘‘very much a home’’ in the words of
0 ‘‘quality medical care with digni- a volunteer coordinator.
ty.”” The clinic accepts walk-ins two
More
volunteers
are needed
at
days a week, and Saturday mornthese
three
programs,
and
the
ings,
and
sees scheduled
patients
varied other programs run by the
three days a week. Four members of
Community Action Coalition. There
the staff receive stipends, and the
is, indeed, life beyond 37th and O
rest, including the physicians, adStreets. The CAC is , in the words of ministrators,
and
assistants,
are
one member, ‘‘activity with a purvolunteer.
Funding
is through donations.
pose.
Anne Heaney

students.

and

through

also lives there.

which
benefits
Georgetown
Univerisity students and people in
the District of Columbia,’’ while encouraging a sense of social responsibility through specific programs.
The
CAC
is funded
primarily
through
Student
Activities,
and

through

city

to sample some good
cuisine.
There
are
presently three families in the
house; CAC Chairman Ed DeBerri

The purpose of the CAC, as expressed by its chairman, Ed DeBerri, is

“to

at

family over
American

The Community Action Coalition
is a campus
based,
student run
organization which was formed in

August

appointments

The
clinic
refers
patients
to
hospitals, physician specialists, and
other social services, such as food
stamps and Medicare.
It provides
services
ranging
from
venereal
disease
treatment
to
counseling.
Volunteers,
preferably
ones
who

various
government
offices,
help
them with homework and English
instruction, and introduce them to

Coalition (CAC).

Corp, as she says, is not to make huge
profits; rather it is to continue to provide low-cost services to the students.
‘““We want to get a lot of input from
students,’’ said Klinges, ‘‘so we can
know if we need more services, if people think the services we have are silly

ecutive Vice-President. The new officers make recommendations for the

The Corp was allowed to continue

events.

roam

to

the preschool
“also take the

VEAL

1970. During these riots, D.C. police

recreational

that

newcomers

punity.
However,
Georgetown’
University
students
have
a link
with these and other parts of the city through the Community Action

Saxa Sundries

offering
- its low-cost- services to the

alligators

DOODLE

a

Yet despite the importance of the Student Corp, very few students know the
history of the Corp, what it encompasses and who runs it.
The Corp was originally conceived
in response to the May Day riots of

volunteers
babysit
children. Volunteers

Pio add

Wn

nn

whether it be buying a drink at Vital
Vittles or a record at Saxa Sundries.

Way ‘down in another part of the
city, at the corner of 14th and P
Streets, there is a row ‘of houses
that, at first notice, doesn’t seem to
have
much
in
common
with
Georgetown
Univeristy.
It’s a far
hike from Healy gates, and it’s not

x

vv SN

mw

There can be little doubt that every
student at Georgetown has had some
contact
with
the
Student
Corp,

-
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The Corp:

at Sea admits

without regard to color, race or creed. The
air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in
America. For a free color brochure, write:
U.C.1.S,, Forbes Quadrangle, University
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

students

S.S. Universe is fully
Liberia and built in
Semester at Sea/
of Pittsburgh,

Apply Now.

Call (800) 854-0195 (toll-free except California),
(714) 581-6770 (California), (412) 624-6021 (Pittsburgh).

Sun., Oct.12 Adm.$5.00
ULTRAVOX
PAX opening
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Phoney Bills
It’s a very easy thing to do.
You find yourself in front of a pay-phone

‘without the $3.50 in change needed to call your
friend at Duke. You really want to have a place

to go over the long weekend,

and a place to

crash when you get there. A quick look in the:
nearby white pages and you are provided with a
name and a number. You dial your friend and
charge it to the number you got from the phone
book.
Later,
when
the person
that the
fraudulent call was charged to tells the phone

ranged date and time. When the phone rings °
find out how the weather is in France. After
three months of these calls, you find that your
‘pay phone

It’s Sunday night and you’ll never find change.
And he played in the football game today. And
there’s another phone booth right next to yours.

So you pick up the phone, dial your boyfriend
and charge the call to the booth next to yours.
The operator almost never checks, and if he
does, well, you just pick it up and accept the
charges. If that doesn’t work, you just hang up

and walk away. Maybe you will try the same
trick at the booths on the floor below yours.
Only the smallest amount of cunning

is

necessary.
You

write to your brother (who is studying

abroad this year at the Sorbonne) and tell him to
call you collect at a payphone number at an ar-

is gone.

The

phone

company

TR
be

has

yg

R270 Zi

pulled it out of the wall. So you find another
phone and spend some of all that money you’ve
been saving to post a new letter to brother
(changing the day and time of your longdistance rondevous, just to be certain you won’t

he

{2

get caught).

You need only half a brain.
Long distance telephone rates are going up.

company that she never made such a call, her
bill is credited. And who cares about ripping of a
company you feel is ripping you off?
It takes almost no effort at all.
You are in front of another phone booth, say,
in New North, and again, you don’t have the
money to call your boyfriend at U. Wisconsin.

AGH

you are there to calmly accept the charges and

They go up every year. And you keep complaining that the telephone company is ripping you
off. Well, it takes one to know one.

If you don’t believe that thieving of longdistance calls is driving up the rates, believe this:
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone have

already begun to take the more abused payphones off the walls and off campus.
The fact is that the phone companies provide
pay-phones as a service to the community. Their

Tutoring Service Director Seeks ‘Lost Souls’

real profits are made from long-distance charges
from phones in residences and businesses. They

To the Editor:
As director of the Tutoring Service,
I found your account of our interview
in last week’s HOYA quite misleading.
The Tutoring Service was in no way
created for the express purpose of
“retarding withdrawals.” Rather it
was set up to supplement classroom
work by meeting the academic needs
of Georgetown students on a more individual level.
I stated in my interview with the

don’t need the pay phones, and if the service is
abused C&P will take it away.
You don’t have to be a genius to see the truth.
When you really need to make a-call, and you
want to make it honestly (to get notes for an exam, to find out where a meeting is, to call GUPS

or to make a date) the good old pay-phone just
may not be there.

:

HOYA

that

the

withdrawal

rate

is

not explain our ‘‘seemingly high cost
of tutoring,’”’ as was expressed in the

high...I don’t know how you got the

article. The typical $5.50 that students

impression
that
is ‘why
Student
Government
started the service. I
. think we should be extremely offtarget if our mission consisted solely of
decreasing the number of students who

pay their tutors for each hour session
takes into consideration preparation
and required training time, not to
mention our tutors’ contributions to
operating expenses. Other, ‘‘professional tutors’ often charge between

withdraw from classes. You made it
sound as if our only concern was
statistics!
The expense of repeated courses
resulting from class withdrawal does

$12 and $15 an hour!
I strongly resented the pun (intended
or not) in the article’s headline ’’Stu
Govt
Starts
Tutoring
to
Retard
Withdrawals.”’ If it was meant to imply that only ‘‘dummies’’ would need
tutoring, I assure you that there are
few of us who excel in everything.

Elitist And Proud Of It!
Language Students Shout Back
Very simply put, our reaction and
response to the ‘‘charge’’ that an SLL
student will not admit that he is in the

To The Editor:
While recognizing the humor intended by the Greco Roamin’ column
‘‘Georgiopolitan Stereotypicus’’ in the’
September
20, 1980 issue of the

To admit needing help on a campus
where everyone is supposed to be
‘‘brilliant”’ is not easy. Probably all of
us need help in our courses at one time

or another. I think it about time that
» the university recognize the place fora
~ tutoring service in its academic com-

SLL and that he intends to transfer to
SES is: We are language majors and
damned proud of it!
:

HOYA, we must respond and react to
the paragraph
which
stereotyped
School of Languages and Linguistics
students.

Theresa Martico,
Mark Mundy,
Arlene Ertel,
Michael Pernetti,
Laura Otterbourg,
Salvatore Nigrelli,
Marcella Massa,
Tania Theodorides,

Student Pres.

Clarifies

munity.

All I care about right now is that our

SLL ’81
SLL’82
SLL °83
SLL ’83
SLL 81
SLL *81
SLL °82
SLL ’83

tutors be given the chance to help a
few
lost
souls.
If failure
and
withdrawal figures drop along the
way, so much the better!
-Shari L. Ross
Director,

Tutoring Service

Position
To

the

Editor,

udy

I wish to offer a clarification regardding last Friday’s article. Although the
essence of the coverage was correct
there were two inaccuracies.

of the

First, I did not formally call for the

resignations of senators Zacarro and

Mandatory Critique

Dirks.
Second, Senator Zacarro’s contribution for the past term was constrained

for all Writers & Editors

‘Monday,

8:00 p.m.

Washington Post

Speaks

Oct. 8, 8 p.m.

Wed.,

due to health problems and the consequent increased academic workload he

Mann

Room 208,

has incurred for missing so much class
time.

White Gravenor

A HOYA-Voice Journalism Seminar
Board of Editors

President,

Tamar Pachter, Editor-In-Chief
Geoff R. Di Rito, Production Editor

Teil M68
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Margaret Eustace, Arts Editor

Carolyn Jones, Asst. Arts Editor
Michael Coscia, Copy Editor
John Reagan, Sports Editor
Sarah Rosenson, News Editor
John Greco, Features Editor
Michael Machel, Business Manager
Beth Arnone, Photo Editor
Gloria Quinn, Asst. News Editor

Paul Nightingale, Asst. Photo Editor

Dave Goldwyn
Undergraduate Student
Government
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Redefining Future GU Finance Priorities
swim teams all participated in the Big
East Athletic Conference for the first
time
last
year.
While
long-term
benefits of this program promise to be

Director

ROSTRUM
Jeff Craven
Recent articles and editorials in both
the HOYA and the Voice regarding the
Athletic Department overrun have suc-

ceeded only in further clouding and

Rienzo

ment budget became little more than a
stack of papers stapled together. A
surplus in the Main Campus fiscal year
’80 budget was anticipated and eventually covered the $183,000 overrun in
. this department as well as smaller ones
in other departments throughout the
University.

A closer examination

reveals that

basketball revénue require clarification. It should be noted that money
generated through originally unan-

go into "the endowment for future
basketball scholarship as has been the
tradition. The money was returned to
the general fund as part of a University
surplus.
This
surplus
was
then
distributed across the university by the
Budget Advisory Committee to cover
overruns and fund additional projects.
Careless journalism
and general
finger-pointing will not help us solve
this situation; thoughtful discussion
and firm but fair decisions regarding
the future of the Georgetown athletic

ticipated regular season television con-

program will be most helpful.

tracts (Channel 4, etc.) goes directly to
the Athletic Department. This windfall
helped reduce last year’s actual over-

great,

some

initial

financial

com-

mitments were necessary. So, while inflation was the primary cause, both Title IX and the Big East contributed to
the overrun.

Two

further

points

regarding

confusing this already complex matter.

three areas contributed significantly to
the overexpenditure. Inflation, which

While I don’t fashion myself as an

was plodding along at 7-8 % when the

expert in the area of budget overruns, I
have served for two years on both the

F.Y. ’80 budget was drawn up, had
broken into a full 15% gallop by the

Main Campus Finance Committee and
the Athletic Sub-committee of the

time that the budget was being actualized. With more of our teams
traveling greater distances for better

run from $217,600 to $183,500. This
number may be further reduced by:
some $20,000 through revenue not yet

To this end, the Athletic Advisory
Board and the MCFC Sub-committee
on Athletics have been discussing the
issue and the various options. ‘The
Task Force on Athletics is due to
report this spring following two years

competition, the 25% increase in the
cost of gas, airfare, lodging and food

credited to the Athletic Department.

of hearings, interviews and delibera-

Also, the NCAA awards teams (participating in their post season tour-

tion. Also, committees comprised of
club sport, non-scholarship sport captains have been formed to deal with
the present difficulties of their teams
and
to look
at the
future
of
Georgetown athletics.

MCEFC. I would like to try my hand at

explaining

the

Athletic

Department

overrun and then pertraying this snafu
within the context of our University
community.
In a nutshell, the Athletic Department
recognized
as early as last

November that it could not run the
sports program within its budget. This
—

did not offer to cut

any.
At this point the Athletic Depart-

fact was presented to University officials who basically told them to do

the best they could. Nobody asked
that any programs be cut, and Athletic

must also be taken into consideration.
The impact of Title IX also began to
play a part. The upgrading of women’s
competition
involved
additional
travel, as well as increased need for
more and better coaching, medical
coverage and training facilities. All of

these improvements were more costly
than originally anticipated.
The

basketball,

golf,

tennis

and

naments a certain percentage of television and gate receipts based on how
well they do. Last year was a very different year for Georgetown in this

respect. Surely nobody has forgotten
how well we did in the NCAAs last
year, just missing the top four.)

What

many people don’t know

that last year’s NCAA

is

revenue did not

Although the athletic overrun is now
being dealt with, it may be just the tip
of the iceberg. There are other areas of
real
financial
weakness
at
; Georgetown. Our Financial Aid Office

has already projected a need for an ad-

future scope and composition of the

ditional $600,000 to $1.2 million to

Athletic

simply maintain our present, less than
comprehensive,
program.
Still we
must strive to build a more competitive
and generous financial aid package for
all those who require assistance. To do
this we must increase direct grants,
reduce work study requirements, and
inject substantially more funds into.
this area so that increased tuition rates
will not force any of us to leave.
Faculty salaries are a real problem.
Last year we granted the faculty a 9%
salary increase amidst 12 % inflation.
Thus the faculty is in effect losing
money. We cannot expect to maintain
our present high quality faculty and at-

tract dynamic new professors when we
continue

power.

to

Who

reduce

their

purchasing

will be surprised when

our top faculty start seeking greener
pastures? Also one can hardly help but
notice that our library has been unable
to enlarge its collections due to the
budget belt tightening. Finally, we are
really mortgaging our campus’ future
when we don’t budget for deferred

maintenance on our buildings.
This means that when major renovations are needed, the money is not likely to be there.
Georgetown
University
is at a
crossroad. The woes of the Athletic,
Department are only symptomatic of a
larger problem. While it is true that the

Department

may

well

be

shaped in the next two years, other
areas are also in need of immediate attention and more efficient and effective funding.
4

With respect to the Athletic Department, we must decide to provide funds
commensurate with existing programs
or we must choose where we will cut.
Other areas such as Financial Aid

and Faculty Compensation may seem
on the surface to be less urgent, but I
‘believe that merely routine treatment
of these two areas will result in the fur-

‘ther decay of our educational institution. College is an investment and next
year

that

investment

will cost

a bit

more. But if our degrees are going to
mean anything in ten years we will
have to stop cutting corners when we

are in effect hammering at our very,
foundation. We must start focusing on
‘making prudent and effective allocations to areas which will serve as a
‘solid base for future generations of

Hoyas.

:

i

Jeff Craven (CAS ’81) is the Studeni
Government’s senior representative
oi
the Main Campus Finance Committec
He has also served as a student senat(
during

his

tenure

at

GU.—E
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the arts
'Regicide Bisects Tragic
Romantic Triangle
Given Verdi’s
subject of regicide
“volatile since any
stir up resentment

unstable Italy, the
proves particularly
story which might
against the regime

was doubly inflammatory when set to

. music.
~The Washington Opera’s new pro-

‘duction of Un Ballo in Maschera remains true to its origin, sweeping the

‘audience off into the late eighteenth
century when passion reigned
supreme. Set in the capital of a “North

solitude, but wanes markedly face-toface with his beloved, leaving us with:
the impression that he is more in love
with love than with Amelia. Teresa
Zylis-Gara as the love-torn Amelia,
mesmerizes us with her fragile intensity. Although her singing is not entirely
consistent
throughout,
it achieves
heights of rhapsodic beauty, leaving

Bohemian Alternative

critism empty in its wake. Leo Nucci
gives a convincing performance as a

now get a taste of what is better known
as off-off Broadway contemporary

the

loyal, committed confidante of Riccardo catapulted into the dark role of the
king’s assasin by the consuming forces
of jealousy and betrayal.
The supporting cast was strong, particularly the performances by Janice
Hall, an impish delight as Oscar, the
king’s attendant and alter-ego and
Mariana Paunova, hauntingly alluring
as Ulrica, a fortune-teller sought out
by aristocracy and plebeians alike in
matters of love and death.
Special
mention
goes
to Zack
Brown, for his sumptuous sets and

for Amelia

costumes. The gallows ground outside

reaches a thoroughly moving climax in

the City (ACT ll) was particularly
organic and set the mood for King Ric-

European Kingdom*, the opera deals
‘with a tragic love triangle involving
King
Riccardo (Michail Svetlev),
Renato, his privy councillor (Leo Nucci) and the latter’s wife, Amelia
(Teresa Zylis-Gara), who all swerve in
d out of emotionally draining confrontations with varying degrees of
credibility.
‘Mr. Svetlev, a Bulgarian-born tenor
aking his American operatic debut as

Riccardo,, is less than regal in com-

portment
stage.

as he swaggers

His professed love

the privacy

of

his

own

about

tormented

D.C. Space Offers a
What better place for ‘‘an evening
of chance encounters’’ than at the
D.C. Space? Spheres Theatre Com-

returns

pany has given us an alternative to the
usual.

reaches peaks of indescribable
finally culminating in a fusion of love

Washington area theatre-goers can

husband. The scene aptly warns us of
impending tragedy. The intoxicating
ballroom scene during the last act

dazzles the eye and transports the soul.
Musical

direction

by

Cal

Stewart

Kellogg, a young, energetic conductor
with an acute sense of Verdi, was the
crucial link in what is, overall, a most
splendid production.

Un Ballo in Maschera launches the

a Gt of cladsic.

Englander

Mass.,

and his encounter

among

Robert Shampain
capture twisted
Hopscotch.

provided

and Laurel Allen
relationship
in

soulful, lyric mute music

showcased

calypso opening set to some striking
African beats. Of course Gillespie

that Gillespie did - not seek solo
limelight. When he did play, swinging

tossed in a bit of blues to oblige his

the bent horn and puffing his cheeks
out in characteristic style, a noticeable

nostalgic fans, but his repertoire grows
increasingly progressive.

comic

routine,

however,

revolves. around. audience

hush

still

fell over the audience.

tunately he seemed

participa-

tion; the lighthearted ‘Salt Peanuts’
(mow dedicated to Jimmy Carter) remains a favorite. The variety of

scene,

and

yet the cold

allow

his talented band

- Nonetheless,

Unfor-

to step back

the show

and:

to resume.

proveda

suc-

cess.

aberration is disclosed. The play itself
has a simple charm and is engaging.
Unfortunately the staging is lacking.
Brian Hemmingsen as Franki plays a
brutal, gruff, and often thoroughly
dislikable poet, which makes it rather
unbelievable that Velma would be at-'
tracted to him. Although Mr. Hemm-

ingsen is undoubtedly a talented actor,
the self-indulgent and histrionic nature
of his performance, in which he hurls
himself onto a refrigerator and chases

poor little Velma Sparrow around the
room, seems needlessly exaggerated.
With
Mr.
Hemmingsen’s
obvious
dramatic charm and vitality there is lit-

tle need for such violence.
The

evening

as

a

whole

wor-

restaurant, bar, and theatre upstairs is
an experience in itself. Located at 7th
and E Street, there is plenty of parking
and a Metro stop nearby. ‘‘The evening of chance encounters” runs until
October 12, costs $4 and reservations
and information can be obtained by

calling 347-4960 or 232-7210.

°

-Hilary Dee

-Courtney C. Walsh

ram, the Air Force has an
opportunity just for you.

s

The Nurse Internship Program provides five months training designed
to foster the concept of independent practice in the clinical setting.
Nurses selected to participate in

this program receive a direct com-

mission as a Second Lieutenant in
the Air Force Nurse Corps. Salary is

commensurate with rank and comparable to many civilian positions.
Air Force nursing can mean a new
life for you.

Contact your Medical

Recruiter

(301) 981-3153
(301) 796-8458
(804) 782-2127
We'll answer your questions promptly and without obligation.

/A\ 02

is

thwhile, and the D.C. Space, with a

in a BSN, NLN accredited

HO) {G5 &
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| ©1980, Jos. Schiitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee,Wi

am-

in a given

a breezy

His

as Will, is at times

which the degree of Velma’s mental

stepping off

from

Shampain,

The second one-act play of the evening was. written by Lenard Melfi, a
contemporary of Horovitz and a prominent off-Broadway - playwright of
the 1960’s. The plot deals with the encounter between Frankie, a struggling
poet of questionable talent and Velma,
a homely, neurotic girl who suffers
from psychological insecurities as the
result of a domineering mother. Their
individual stories unfold and finally
culminate in a seduction scene in

the stage himself to get involved with
the audience. As a result, everyone
relaxed and sat back to enjoy the even-

ranged

accuracy,

the marriage lasted only two days, Will

the group’s artless blend of dynamic
improvisation and technical virtuosity.
Each member of the smooth supporting ensemble had a chance to display
his talent in at least one solo. Tommy
Campbell turned in two impressive
drum solos, and Paul Hawkins nearly
brought the house to its feet with his
rousing bongo improvisation.
Perhaps the one disappointment was

ing.
‘The music

stunning

and her dialect, if not always consistent, is nonetheless convincing. Robert
bivalent as to what his motivations are

the lower streets of

frequently

with

and

pitches.

A personable showman, Gillespie
immediately established a friendly rapport with the audience, telling jokes
and stories and generally clowning
around. He encouraged everyone to
participate in the music by clapping

and singing,

on the fantastic

detachment with which he perceives
- their situation creates an intriguing
contrast to Elsa’s frenzied emotional

Georgetown, tucked away above the
canal is Blues Alley, a small jazz club
renowned for select performers and
excellent
music.
Last
weekend

trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie
some worthwhile diversion.

emphasis

frightened to deal with it. Although

Dizzy Still
Casts A Spell
Down

a

Wakefield,

dual

Takin’ It Easy |

Olstidied.

undeniably

comic dimensions of the encounter.
Laurel Allen, as Elsa, portrays the gutsy, if sleazy, lower-middle class New

16 and pregnant, he was 17 and too

administration
headed
by
Martin
Feinstein and Music Director John
Mauceri. Un Ballo serves to whet the
appetite for what promises to be a sensational operatic season at the Kennedy Center.
Cristina Garcia

:

Although

Starting off the evening is Israel
Horovitz’ Hopscotch, a play concerning Will’s return to his hometown,

and

with Elsa, the girl whom he had married as a teenager. At the time she was

Washington Opera into its Silver Annniversary season and is the first of five
new productions by the opera’s new

and hate.

the

drama. The stage may be humble, but

cardo’s futile wooing of Amelia, hastily interrupted by the entrance
of her

years to find

melodramatic plot, the integrity of the
play is salvaged by Horovitz’s masterful wit and director Shaun Miskell’s

the atmosphere is pleasant
plays undeniably intriguing.

Riccardo wooing Amelia in the gallows ground.

after fourteen

Elsa still in love with him. The emotional intensity between the old lovers

A great way of life.
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New

Wave’s Latest Party Sprawils Out of Bounds: Wild Planet Crashes

Wild Planet, the new B-52’s album

things interesting

everything that made ‘‘Rock Lobster’

is filled with the sort of humor that

for the listener, ‘Dirty Back Road’ at

made groups like the Coasters famous,
although this album does not even
begin to rival anything the Coasters ac-

least cleans up a trifle. Be careful not
to get too involved; this song is

appealing is represented here. The problem is that ‘‘Private Idaho’’ sounds
too much like ‘‘Rock Lobster.” It

complished. On the band’s debut
album, The B-52’s, emphasis was
strictly on matching the beat to the un-

vocals

and

quirky

definitely out of the
Pulitzer Prize.

running

for a

The last song on side one is the first
single from Wild Planet, ‘‘Private

reminds one of ‘Dance’

on the new

Rolling Stones album; regurgitatated
“Miss You!” And there is still too
much emphasis on the beat. The beat

rhythym

purposes

Lobster’

made

only.

fun

But

of

‘Rock

everything.

et
et ee
et

a microscope.

least lyrics like ‘‘Boys in bikinis, girls

in surfboards’’ make life a bit more

If “Party out of Bounds’’ is too self-

Even

Well, he has another book out, and it’s
called Still Life With Woodpecker. In
it, Robbins continues to make his
points about how life should be lived

in these waning days of civilization as
we know it. But one begins to wonder
how many more books Robbins will
have to write before anyone gets the
point. Including himself.
In Still Life With Woodpecker, the
focus is even tighter. Robbins has written a love story (girl-meets-boy, girl-

girl-regains-boy),

an

en-

counter between a very socially aware
princess, and a philosophically minded
bomber. For those of you who feel our
salvation is in community action and
social consciousness, Robbins has this
advice: forget it.

Though

he

might

be

biting

the

readers that feed him in many cases,
Robbins tells those who admire the

Ralph Naders of the world that they

ed with making an impact that they
lose the most important dimension in

pop music: soul. The Talking Heads
are a perfect example of a New Wave
band with this most exciting dimension. They are exhilirating, always innovative, and emotionally intense. Teh

terested in keeping close to the style
that makes the most commercial impact.

Now

I see nothing

wrong

B-52’s are lifeless. Althpugh their style

with

is unique, the
peculiarities
novelty level.
teresting, but

trying to make a buck. It’s when the
buck gets in the way that I particularly
abhor. New groups like the Urban
Verbs, Huey Lewis and the News, and
Sue Saad and the Next are so concern-

group can’t take their
anywhere
above
the
They are sometimes inultimately spiritualess.
Jay Wasserman

the
Idaho.” It is a great improvement over
. the other tunes. Rhythym guitar leads
are clean and efficient, vocals appropriately
foot pedal

out of tune, drums and
bass unmistakably tight;

seems to drive the more significant
aspects of the song -- the guitar, lead

vocals and harmonies into an endlessly
protruding abyss. You just can’t put
the beat before the brains. Even in

first time,

the voices

soar

get
for

well

‘enough above the percussion so that
the harmonies don’t get lost in the
mix. Although these two songs don’t
come close to the power of ‘Private
Idaho,” at least they keep the poor

fool that bought the album content.

Robbins Fans Get the Blues

Tom

Tom Robbins has done it again. Unfortunately, that isn’t quite enough.
You remember Tom Robbins, he of
the ultra-cute style and just-short-ofbrilliant analysis of Western Culture?
Author of the cult favorite Another
Roadside Attraction and later, the
megaseller Even Cowgirls Get the
Blues? Right, that Tom
Robbins.

loses-boy,

of the early sixties and

are morally no more worthy than the
John Mitchells. For this attack alone
the book should be purchased: Rob-

bins’ argument that intimacy is fatally
compromised by the commitment to
an abstract (and often pretty boring)
cause is made

with grace and an en-

joyable amount of viciousness.
Love comes in for a fair amount of
analysis;
Robbins
at least admits
words cannot wrap around the real

thing.

How

much

- homemade devices capable of bringing
down Healy Tower.
But what we really needed from this
writer, and what for lack of which the
book
fails, is a recipe not
for
" dynamite, but for the courage an d
wisdom to use it. It is easy for someone to call for the re-evaluation of

all values and the blowing up of all the
tired idols-but when

is somebody

ac-

If you

do, too,

Margarita”
real

tually going to light a fuse? Robbins’
place, he seems to feel, is to sit in
Washington State and serve as winsome pamphleteer for the New Age.
But he must know that no Tom Paine
is of any use unless he is read by an
Adams, a Jefferson, or a Franklin.
How many more books will it take,
Tom?
-Ken Knisely

of the real thing

®
®

~e cou'd be quite a team!

— a fast-paced, friendly new

flair for fun

—

nobody

seems

to

work

at

even the sincerest of redheads and
anarchists can muster, Love is an en-

dangered species. And in defense of
Love, Robbins cries, we have to get rid

of everything that is sapping the
strength of this, the nastiest and most

®

Utility Workérs

®

Buspersons

®

Bartenders

our souls, so as to
ourselves and our
the decks of the
millenia of twisted
Socrates onwards.

be more honest with
lovers. Secnd, clear
last two-and-a-halfthinking; say, from
The use of high ex-

plosives is condoned in this worthwhile

effort,

including

recipes

Southern

Cross

Parachute Center

skilled:

Servers

if you can serve up a tostada to a Mariachi beat, come to the place
with a big smile on its face — ** Margarita’! We have good food, good
fun, and

some

rewards

that

are every

bit as tasty.

From the people that made “Casa Maria” so popular. . .apply
person Monday through Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm at:

(Formerly Garibaldi’s)

o PROFESSIONAL FIRST
JUMP COURSE

* EQUIPMENT
RENTALS

restaurant with a

for spirited,

MARGARITA’S
RESTAURANT

o JUMP SAME DAY

sublime of emotions.
Tall order, though Tom does tell us
what we have to do. First, rearrange

Mexican

opportunities

Cocktail
Cooks

it

enough. But even with all the effort

several

®
®

mented upon, and Robbins tells the
truth:

offers

Wait Servers
Hosts/Hostesses

there is around these days is also com-

5e
Ig
<
.

tm
em

Grateful Dead could enjoy. I recommend staying far away from this party!

“‘girl

new perspectives. The rhythms
pretty tricky on these tunes, and

amusing.

“Party out of Bounds’’ is an awfully
incompetent jam session that only the

gems

of those

The big problem that confronts the
B-52’s is their lack of soul. Like many
New Wave bands, the B-52’s are in-

red hot.
“Quiche Lorraine’’ and ‘‘Strobe
Light‘ takes the rhythym tracks to

If the

B-52’s weren’t all that intelligent, at

But the emphasis on beat almost
destroys this new LP. The first song,

It’ s reminiscent

deals with that basic teenage trauma,

Dean tunes that made surfing a
religious experience were being
under

become part of the B-52’s repertoire
even before the first album was releas-

- the car. The instrumentation is just
great, and the song rivals ‘‘Rock
Lobster” and its cousing, ‘Private
Idaho’’ for sheer impact. The band is
keenly aware of what they’re doing on
this tune, the playing revved up and

~ Here, all of the Beach Boys and James

dissected

the produc-

else the millions of dollars, the main
goal, will not follow.
Side . two gets a little more in" teresting. “Devil in my Car’ had

group’’

Girls’ were both catchy, albeit
sophomoric tunes, designed for danc-

Disco,

tion must be intelligently contrived or

ed.

guitar riffs. ‘‘Planet Claire’’ and ‘52

ing

+ “thump-thump’’

DODO

A

et

tamed

indulgent to make

SALES

Balt./Wash.’s most experienced

1915 Tyson’s Corner Shopping Center
Mc Lean, Virginia
(Located along Route 123, across from theatre)
(703) 893-2446

oS i

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

student training center

Chambersburg Airport
3506 Airport Rd.
Chambersburg, Pa. 17201

(717) 264-1111

for several

Are you interested
«
lent
in being a

ATTENTION:
Georgetown
University
‘omen

:
t
n
3
tive?
2
e
e
s
e
r
p
‘Re
Applications will be available at:
=r

There is currently on-campus housing available for:
G.U. Undergraduate Female Students
G.U. Graduate Professional Female Students
G.U. Commuter Female Students
(housing available for unmarried students only)

Come to the Office of Residence Life,

101 Old North, to:
1. Inquire

2. Sign up your name for the space
currently available
3. Add your name to the waiting
list if you are interested in
housing for the spring semester.

;

Student
Senate Election
Registration
ee
ng
Sunday,

October 12th, 1980
Healy 106
10 p.m.

1 position
1 position
Class of 1984 -- 4 positions
Applications will be taken October 12th to October 15th in the
Class of 1981
Class of 1982

‘Student Government Office. Deadline is Wednesday, October

15th at 5 p.m.

in

¢
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cinema
¥ Resurrection Buries
| Burstyn inBogus Film
The first question that comes to
mind as one watches the movie Resur-

rection is, what is Ellen Burstyn doing
in this film? It can not be that the
former Oscar winner and four time
nominee thought very much of the
Lewis John Carlino script, there is not
all that much available. Nor was director Daniel Petrie’s list of credits so im-

pressive (The Betsey and Lifeguard be-

Even

the

Sleats

of Richard

Farnsworth

®

pi

Ellen

Burstyn

(r)

can not bring Resurrection back from the dead.

Bausch & Lomb
- SOFT

CONTACTS

SPECIAL STUDENT

$110

RATE

IN CLUDED:Examination, Fitting, Training and Instructions. Care Kit. Sixmonth follow up care. Unlimited Warranty.

$80 Refund if not satisfied in 60 days.

|

0%

DISCOUNT For Students

EDMONDS
Call 223-3601

DR. MICHAEL KHALIL / 417 King Street / Alexandria, VA

After

Edna

becomes

better

at the

healing game, she finds it impossible to
cure her own case of terminal

that). The film ends with a ‘‘lump-in-

birthday present of a TR-7 results in
her husband’s death and her paralysis.

the-throat’’ conclusion that is only
slightly more confusing than it is con-

While in the hospital, Edna dies and
then is artificially revived by doctors.
After
depicting a state like that
described by most people who have
temporarily died, the film leaves its
best sequences behind, leaving another
hour and a half of pat, trite, and
cliche-ridden movie.

trived.
When Edna starts her healing, controversy begins with a bunch of Bible-

sick, starting with her hemophiliac
niece (‘‘She’s a bleeder, Edna’’ we are
told) and her own crippled legs. Edna
then goes on a sort of tent-show tour
healing all comers. After getting the
seal of approval from a bunch of
psychiatrists, Edna returns home to
Kansas in time to get thrown out by
her father and break up with her

VISION CENTER
1819 “K”’ Street, N.W.

modern film. How anyone above the
age of eight could write a script containing the phrase ‘‘The Lord works in
mysterious ways, child,” is beyond
me.

ing his most recent) as to make
Burstyn believe that something special
could be done with the sparse material.
Even Burstyn’s supporting playets are
either horribly miscast or virtually
unused.
Resurrection is the story of Edna
Mae McCauley (Burstyn), a woman
whose happy marriage ends when a

It seems that Edna can now heal the

O on complete pair of glasses.

psychotic boyfriend.
The narrative style of the play, full
of melodramatic explication, is more
suited to a Victorian play than a

smugness which results in her tent sessions sounding like an only slightly
funny Johnny Carson monologue,
typified by her retort after failing with
a hypochondriac, ‘‘Some people need
pain to get love’’ (or some banality like -

beating Fundamentalists. You see, Edna does not heal like they do: first, she
does not shriek and implore the name

of Jesus
cond,

while

performing,

and

se-

she does not take up a collec-

tion. This is enough to convince most
of these types that Edna comes from
Satan (actually, this is possible because
she never sees if the mystery man in
her ‘‘death-dream’’ has horns or a
halo). This leads to a conclusion by her

boyfriend

Cal that she must be the

herald

Jesus.

of

ridiculous

Then

in the

unexplained

scene,

most

Cal

Marty Feldman meets up with reveling: con man, Peter Boyle, i in the pair s atest
lackluster In God We Trust. Later, he meets and falls in love with a hooker
played by Louise Lasser. ‘Can you live with a hooker?’’ ‘I can live with a
hooker if you can live with a monk.’’

Feldman’s Trust is A
Stupid, Moronic Bust

that she must be offered better screen-

In God We Trust, Marty Feldman’s
latest attempt at comedy, promises to
be one of the ten worst movies of the
year. For those of you who do go and

plays than Resurrection. If her discre-

pay to experience it, yes, this movie is

tion were only as top-flight as her acting abilities. Playwright
Sam

supposed to be a comedy. Marty
Feldman directs and stars in this bomb
about a Trappist monk who is forcd to
go to Los Angeles to ask a contem-

turns into a murderous maniac.
Ellen Burstyn is well-known enough

Shepherd is horribly miscast as Cal,
the redneck boyfriend. Other supporting actors are also given the short end
of this rather thin stick. Roberts
Blossoms, as Edna’s father, goes from
aloof to downright evil when we find
out near the end of the film that he
ordered an abortion and hysterectomy

porary

television

money

to

pay

evangelist

the

mortgage

for

the

on

the

monastery. Sound good so far? It gets

worse.

in

Feldman plays the monk with his
usual amount of slapstick. He played
similar roles in Mel Brooks’ comedies,
Young Frankenstein and Silent Movie,

Tom Horn

adding touches of craziness to Brooks’

appears for only about five minutes in
spite of his high billing.
Thus the question remains, what is
Ellen Burstyn doing in Resurrection, a
mediocre,
thoroughly
forgettable

outrageous
slapstick
scenes.
But
Feldman alone lacks the comic genius
to amuse audiences. His supporting
~cast in In God We Trust gives him little
help. In the story, he meets up with a
traveling con man preacher played by

on a teenaged

Edna.

sworth

who

has

Comes

a Horseman

Richard

been

so

and

Farn-

good

' film? But more importantly, what is
the audience doing there? After all,
they have to pay four dollars.
-Bill Henry

Peter Boyle and later he meets and
falls in love with a hooker played by"
Louse Lasser. Andy Kaufman fails to

take advantage
of several opportunities for humor in his film debut as
the ‘‘born again’’ evangelist and director of the ‘‘Church of Divine Profit’’.
The only amusing moments I could
detect were the results of Richard

Pryor’s cameo appearance as the computer image of G.O.D.
Lasser and
Boyle fail miserably in their attempts
to be lovable. Naturally, the movie
ends with everybody living happily
ever after. Lasser discovers that Boyle
is her father, and Feldman, after saving the monastery and crushing the
Church of Divine Profit’s empire,
marries Lasser, after Lasser asks “Can
you live with a hooker?’’ Feldman wittily responds ‘‘I can live with a hooker
if you can live with a monk.”’ Boyle
marries them, they kiss each other and

then

roll

off

into

eternal
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bliss

in

Boyle’s bus. The theme song plays and
the the credits roll, signaling welcome
relief from this sticky sweet romantic
“‘comedy’’ which left a bad taste in my
mouth.
-Bill Latham

GLE
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cinema
i

Willie & Phil: A 70’s Love
Willie and Phil meet outside the
Bleecker Street Cinema in Greenwich

another, individually and as a group.
Even more brilliantly displayed is the
reaction of those around them in the

friends, avoid the draft, practice their
professions, protest the war, and enjoy
life in general during the tumultuous

turbulent 70's. All three groups of
parents find it difficult to accept the

Kidder,

and

The current Hollywood film mentality classifies motion pictures along
two quite divergent lines. First, there is
the
multi-million
dollar megablockbuster, the film everyone ¢‘simply must see,”
‘‘the most eagerly
awaited motion picture of all time.”
These enjoy huge audiences, vast profits, and frequently poor quality. Then
we have the art house movie, ‘‘A small
film of few pretensions,’’ ¢“ a film that
warms the heart,’”’ which creates stars
of its unknowns, barely breaks even,
and winds up on Cablevision and in

airplanes within two

Ray

Sharkey

(I

to

r)

star

in

Paul

the distinctions may not be as clear cut
as I suggest, nevertheless they do adequately reflect Hollywood’s generally
narrow perceptions.
Paul Mazursky’s latest film Willie
and Phil falls precisely into this latter
category. This is most unfortunate in
that much of its large audience potential will probably be lost, given Twentieth
Century’s
current
marketing
techniques. An updating of Francois
Truffaut’s film Jules and Jim, Willie
and Phil revolves essentially around a
modern
menage
a
trois.
There’s(Michael Ontkean), a grammar

months. While

In 1961, West Side Story won an
incredible eleven Oscars (including
Best Picture) after being nominated
for twelve. Co-directed by Jerome
Robbins
and Robert Wise (who
last misdirected
Star Trek-The
Emotionless Picture) have combin- ;
ed exceptional choreography with a
Leonard Bernstein score to create a

Mazursky’s

newest

film,

Willie

school teacher who wants to be a jazz

pianist.

And

Sharkey),
filmmaker
intellectual.
the group

there’s

Phil

(Ray

the heavy-handed Italian
who wants to be a Jewish
And finally, rounding out
there’s Jeanette (Margot

Kidder) the carefree, lonely, transitory, but alluring love interest who
unites the two men into an intimate
and very special relationship. Oh yes,

there’s also Mazursky,

whose narra-

tion shapes the time frame of the vast
series of events and increases our
understanding of and empathy with
the main characters.
never allow the sheer entertainment
of the film to obscure its essential
theme: the idiocy of prejudice and

inexpensive, moving, compassionate,
realistic motion picture. Willie and
Phil is compelling and strangely appealing, both as a studied caricature of
the seventies and as a character study
of three very uniquely loving individuals.

-Don Murphy

motion picture. Ontkean
as the
JI Aeek kek kok ok kokok
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racism. West Side Story constitutes
a brilliant piece of work that 19
years has
slightest.

not

dulled

even

the

-Bill Henry

film that is one of the best of all
time. The film is, quite simply, an
updated,

musical

Shakespeare
“Juliet.

Two

city

Campus Cinema
West Side Story

kids

version

of the

tragedy, Romeo
‘‘star-crossed’’

(Natalie

and

IS

inner-

Wood

and

Richard Beymer) fall in love, but
one’s Hispanic and the other is not.
Modern
New
York City gangs
replace the feuding families of fifteenth century Italy while sword
duels in village plazas become switchblade
fights
in
deserted
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Margot

beautiful and strongly compelling
Jeanette all respond brilliantly to
Mazursky’s direction. Mazursky,
known for such earlier works as Harry
and Tonto and An
Unmarried
Woman, recreates his trademark-an

arrangement,
despite
their
selfprofessed open-mindedness. Willie’s
Jewish kin and Phil’s Italian kin both
respond with shock, anger, confusion,
and ultimately withdrawal. Jeanette’s
sistet,
reflecting this confusion and
uncertainty, winds up sleeping with
Phil.
Thus
Mazursky
effectively
recreates a tender, emotional relationship ‘against a bizarre backdrop’ of
disarray.
The three, basically lesser known actors, are all superb, a rare gift for any

day they decide to

pick
up
girls,
and
Willie
finds’
Jeanette, a lonely refugee from a Kentucky farm trying life in the ‘‘Big Apple,”’
seated
in the ‘middle
of
Washington Square Park. The trio
decides to take in a movie, of course,
and their romance blossoms. Jeanette
loses her apartment and through the
luck of the draw moves in with Willie
(the coin turns up heads). She begins
to get her life together with a new job
and
new
roots.
Phil sleeps with
Jeanette. Willie marries Jeanette. Phil
moves to L.A. Willie moves to a farm
in Penn. He and Jeanette have a child,
Zelda. Willie, feeling mystical, leaves
for India. Phil lives with Jeanette and
Zelda. Willie returns; tearful reunion
follows. Crisis erupts, and, eventually,
is resolved, ostensibly to everyone’s
satisfaction.
That is the plot of the film. Yet the
depiction of the tender affections felt
between the trio says so much more.
Kidder summarizes the situation, saying “‘Our destinies will be intertwined
forever.” From the inspired lunacy of
their first shared LSD trip together, to
the tender emotion expressed at their
reunion in Malibu, the audience cares
deeply about this bizarre trio. As
strange as it may be to grasp, the
mutual love between the three is quite
evident. They really do care for one

aes

Michael Ontkeon,
and Phil.

’70’s. One

Yk Hk kk

———

early

best

kk

Village in 1970. They become

mystical Willie, Sharkey as the emotional Phil, and Kidder as the strangely

A Warner Communications Company

For more madness, read “A View From a Broad” by Bette Midler.
Soundtrack available on Atlantic Records and Tapes.
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Jim Corcoran

Hoyas’
Sports Staff

Led by the defensive heroics of Jim
Corcoran, the Georgetown University
Varsity Football team opened their
1980 season with an optimistic 14-0
victory over the Red Flash of St. Fran-

Stars

take

a 7-0 lead.

The

by

John

Federico

and

ended

Rich Corcoran

Golfers
Wind Up
Season

powered

his way over

the line from two yards out for the
first score of the season. Jim Cor-

recovered a St. Francis fumble on the
31 yard line to start the Hoya’s second

in a game

a Georgetown

outstanding

and

boosted

his

record).

Corcoran

first pass

in the

in-

first

quarter and the other three in the final
quarter, his last interception coming
on the final play of the game. Corcoran’s performance together with the

play of the rest of the

Competing in the Capitol Collegiate
Conference,
which
also
includes
George Mason, American, Catholic,
and George Washington, the young
Hoya squad compiled a 9-11 record in

defensive secondary, including Mike
Djavaherian, Tony Miller, Matt Fitzmaurice,
Steve Stinson and Rory
Coackley, held St. Francis to a meager

dual

tions in 24 attempts.
The Hoya defensive

line was

very impressive.

kept constant

Despite

his

club’s
sub-.500
percentage,
Georgetown Coach Steve Miller said
sees one very encouraging sign: when
his top five players participated as a
group, Georgetown did not lose a

single dual meet against the teams involved.

‘Youth and attitude’ are promising
characteristics
observed
by Coach
Miller. His best player, junior Greg

Gerolaman, has a zero handicap and
consistently shoots in the low 70's.
contributors

John

include

Mattes,

and

sophomores
Jim Schell and Tom
Esselman.
Senior Mark
Vierengel
rounds out the five Hoyas who travel

to Providence this weekend for the Big
East Tournament.

Coach Miller is a teaching pro at the
Washingtonian
CC
(Georgetown’s
home course), and brings to the program an extensive knowledge of the
game of golf. According to Miller, his
greatest satisfaction is helping a player
improve his game, and then watching

confidence

grow.

This

relationship

promotes
mutual
respect
which
generates both progress and team unity.

The

team’s

biggest

The

problem

is in

fielding its best five players on a given
day. Georgetown has the talent, but as
head mentor Miller concedes, ‘“The
players dre here mainly for an education and rightly so; that education
often takes precedence over golf.”
Recognizing this, Coach Miller maintains that his club is ‘‘competitive for
our competition.”
The Hoyas conclude their 1980
season this weekend in Providence for
the Big East Tournament. Logistics
dictate that the tournament be held in
the fall, although the spring is golf’s
primary season. Despite stressing the
enthusiasm of the team at this stage,
Coach Miller ventured a conservative
‘No prediction yet’’ statement when
asked of the Hoyas’ chances against
other Big East teams. However, the
gleam in his eyes suggested a confidence which would carry the squad
through this tournament and into the

Hoyas
15

Red Flash
10

Rushes-- Yards
Passing Yardage
Total Yards
Return Yardage

60-194
11
205
80

38-109
100
209
12

2-5-2

7-24-4

5-3
3-35

4-2
4-63

Passing

Fumbles-Lost
Yards Penalized

also

pressure on the St. Francis quarterback which resulted in several poor
passes. Mike Foster and John McGannon were particularly effective as they

SF.
GU

while

Georgetown

had

205.

However, the Hoyas led in the first
down category 15-10. John Federico
led both teams in rushing with 133

Monday
8 P.M.

another successful season.
The men will be practicing on the
water until mid-November when they

will move indoors for weight training.
On October 19th they will be traveling
to Boston for The Head of the Charles
. (a three mile regatta). Also this fall is
The Frostbite Regatta and The Head

4

of the Scoogle, both in’ Philadelphia.
, In the Spring the regattas are shorter,
usually about 1.2 miles.
Major changes for Crew this year include separate coaches for the Men’s

yards. This was the third consecutive
victory for the Hoyas over St. Francis,

who are now 0-4 in Division III play.
The Hoyas will try to continue their
winning ways Saturday in Pittsburgh
where their opponent will be DuGeorgetown _
quesne.
Last
year

defeated the Iron Dukes 6-0 in a highly
contested defensive battle. The Hoyas
will look to repeat that success and roll

onto their second victory of the 1980
season.

Mary Washington
Golf (A); Big East Championships in
Providence

Football (A); 7 p.m. vs. Duquesne
Men’s Cross Country (A); Big East
. Championships in Boston
October 7: Volleyball (H); 6 p.m.
Catholic, American, Fairleigh Dickin-

son
Field Hockey (H); 4 p.m. vs. Salisbury
State
vs.

October 9: Volleyball (H); 7 p.m.
vs. Maryland

seasons to come.

Heavyweight
by Carrie O’ Neill
HOYA Sports Staff

Georgetown’s women’s field hockey
team
tied Catonsville
1-1 on

to coach the Men’s Lightweight team.

September 25 in their third game of the’

The
old
squash
court
in
McDonough Gym has been equipped

season. Previous games included a 1-1
tie against Galludet and a 2-1 loss to

with an Ergometer, a crew-training
machine which Moffatt describes as
“incredibly painful’’. It is used during

the winter months and forces the
trainee to do more work than usual
while it measures strength. After all of
the regattas are finished here next

spring, both the Men’s and Women’s

Good defense on Georgetown’s part
promoted the ball back to their end
where several attempts to score were

teams
hope
to travel
to Henle,
England for the Royal Henle Regatta
(this being the first’ year the event is
open to women).
“The attitude of both men and
~ women is positive, but for now we’re
just taking it week by week,’’ commented Forster, “It’s hard to tell what
the spring will bring.’

made. Tri-Captian Dreux Dubin next
took a powerful shot from her right
wing position, netting Georgetown’s
first and only goal. This got the Hoyas.
going. They dominated the rest of the
first half by picking up their pace

despite

the

condition

of

the

field.

Catonsville’s attempts to tie the score
were futile as Georgetown’s defense
worked hard to block the ball and
push it to the opposite end. Just as
Georgetown was going in for the goal,
the half-time whistle blew.
More consistent play characterized
the second half with both teams
fighting to score. The teams seemed
equally matched as the ball passed
from one end to the other. Yet the
score remained 1-0 in the Hoyas’

Fa

by Paul Pino and Jeff Moore
HOYA Staffers

1) Name the last Pac 10 football team other than U.S.C. to win the
Rose Bowl.
:
2) Name the four tournaments that comprise the Grand Slam of

Hoyettes battle Catonsville en route to 1-1 tie.
favor. Catonsville’s efforts paid off,
however, when they shot and scored

the tying goal within the final minutes
of the
game.
A
disappointed
Georgetown hustled and fought even
more. They same close to a winning
goal within the last two minutes but
the game ended at 1-1 before another
goal could be tallied.
Freshman Siobhan Regan, at left
wing stated, ‘I thought the forward
line played better. The passing was
more accurate and the cutting was better; everyone was quicker. We had a
great effort the last five minutes of the

game.
Coach Cindy Wilhelmy said, ‘It’s
the best game I’ve seen them play. The
passing was excellent and the forwards
played really well.”
The Hoyas’ next game is at home on
September 30 against Frostburg State.

Intramurals News
North 4; 8th Harbin 27, 2nd Copley 2,

by Bill Ferraro

and 2nd Harbin 14, 6th Darnall 7.
Women’s Dorm Results were 4th New

HOYA Sports Staff

The Early Bird Basketball Tournament has reached the semifinals in the

North 7, 7th Harbin 0, and 3rd Darnall 6, 4th Harbin 0.

open division. Quarterfinal results are
as follows:
Run & Gun

19, Spinach Eaters

18;

Shooters 47, Third Time Around 40;
The

Amazing

Vegetables

40,

Upcoming
intramural
events
to
watch will include jogging, water polo,
squash, and racquetball.

Players

33; Yardsticks 37, Sam’s Dogs 31. All

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

dorm representatives were eliminated
before the quarterfinals, with 4th Darnall and a strong 2nd Darnall team being the last teams defeated.
Football results in the Men’s Dorm
Division include 2nd Harbin 21, 2nd
Loyola 2; 1st New South 6, 3rd Old

Improve your

grades!

tennis.

3) Name the last player to win the Grand Slam. What year did he
achieve it?
4) Name the team and the pitcher that Hank Aaron hit his record-

breaking 715th home run against.
5) What was the original name of the New York Jets?
6) In the Lake Placid Olympics, what team did the U.S. Hockey
Team not defeat in its quest for the gold medal?
7) Which is the only weightclass in boxing to have an undisputed
W.B.A. and W.B.C. champion? Who holds this championship?

Answers to last week’s quiz: 1. Bartow, Cunningham, Brown. 2. 13. 3. Don Larsen, 56
Yankees. 4. Jim Lonborg, ’67 Red Sox. 5. ’79 NY Jets. Bonus: Aaron, Banks, Cepeda,
DiMaggio, Ennis, Foxx, Gehrig, Howard, Irvin, Jackson, Killebrew, Lollar, Mays,
Nicholson, Ott, Powell, Quirk, Ruth, Snider, Thomas,
Unser,
Vernon,
Williams,
Yastrzemski, Zernial.

and Lightweight teams.

Jay
Forster
is coaching
the
Heavyweight crew as well as handling
the administrative details. Greg Carroll has returned after a year’s absence

Catonsville drove the ball to their end.

October 4: Soccer (H); 1 p.m. vs.

October 8: Soccer (A); 4 p.m.
Loyola

Fights To Tie

Montgomery College.
Although both teams had to deal
with the drenched astroturf, the game
opened to the Hoyas’ advantage. Play
was concentrated in Georgetown’s offensive
end
but
before
long,

Sports
Menu

a

bought a new, very modern shell for
the Women’s Eight in anticipation of

A-2027

Field Hockey

team,

The Women’s program, captained
by Elizabeth Doyle, is very strong this
year as it has been in the past. Last
year, the Women’s Varsity team took
second place at the Dad Vail Regatta
with their Novices winning the gold
medal. This year, the: women have

Meeting:

GU--R. Corcoran 2 run (J. Corcoran kick)
GU-K. Speidel 8 pass from Gererd (J. Corcoran kick)

Statistically both teams were even
offensively as St. Francis had 209 total

Heavyweight

in the Spring they can compete for the
University along with the other sixteen.

Sportswriters

F
l:-2 3-4.
0 0,0 010
0.07 7 H4

both registered QB sacks.
yards

Mandatory

7-30.9

4-38.8

Punts-Avg.

100 yards passing on seven compleThey

:
First Downs

Men’s

young team, had a greater turnout this
year than in past years. “Going on the
theory that the more people, the better
our chances; we expect to do well,”’
Captain Moffatt said.
In addition to sixteen experienced
Freshmen
rowing with the Men's
Heavyweight
team there are sixty
Freshmen learning how to row so that

his career total to sixteen (which is also

}

major

the Men’s Lightweight Freshmen took
the gold medal. This year a large
g number of Seniors are returning to the
Men's Lightweight team, and expect to
be the best lightweight crew at Dad
© Vail.

tions which set a new school record for
interceptions

to a close.

freshman

‘men and women. At the same regatta,

The real story of the game was Jim

tercepted

Other

bigger and have better facilities’’,
commented Moffat.
Last year the Men’s Lightweight
crew took third place at the Dad Vail
Regatta, a national regatta for both

strong Hoya
Corcoran
and
the
defense. Corcoran had four intercep-

Sports Staff

competition.

other teams even though they may be

coran’s extra point attempt was good
as the Hoyas took the lead.
Midway through the fourth quarter
defensive
guard
Roger
Dayley

While most students are easing into
mid-terms, with their sports attention
focusing on football or the pennant
races, the Georgetown Golf Team is
currently bringing a worthwhile season

meet

and Lightweight Captain Cameron
Peters is looking forward to what they
expect to be a very successful season.
“As in past tradition we try to beat the

scoring
drive.
Three
plays later,
quarterback Bobby Gerard threw an
eight yard. pass to tight end Keith
Spidell to give the Hoyas a 14-0 lead
and the final score of the game.

by Bill Ferraro
HOYA

The Georgetown Men’s Crew Team

headed by President John Sullivan,
Heavyweight Captain Greg Moffatt

at the

In the scoreless first half the Hoya
offense was unimpressive. The offen-

fumbling twice. Overall, the Hoyas accounted for only 3 yards passing while
.rushing for 104 yards as the half drew
to a-close.

HOYA Sports Staff

began with rushes of five and six yards
6:47 mark of the third quarter when
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The second half, however, was a
completely different situation. The
Hoyas showed power and authority on
their first possession of the third
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ACCREDITED MEDICAL SCHOOL
NON-RESTRICTIVE ADMISSIONS
Many graduates already licensed in the United States. School is
W.H.O. listed. Approved for Federal loans. Modern facilities.
Reasonable tuition. 3 yr /4 mo medical program. H.S. grads may
apply for 2 semester pre-med program with med school admission
guaranteed. The mature applicant is welcome. Call (809) 688-4516
or write:

:

CENTRAL

RECRUITING

OFFICE

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITIES OF MEDICINE
Conde 202-3 Edificio Diez Oficina 508
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 25097H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

| Enclosed is $1.00.
| Please rush the catalog.
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